::: Foreword 2022

Round 15 is Round 1 after Corona
After the event reached 2019 its absolute peak in its 14-year history,
the Glemseck 101 lion had to remain silent for two long years.

In 2022, the Glemseck 101 is finally be back at the starting line,

with a loud roar and seamlessly continuing its previous success story.

Round 15 – RELOAD 22
At the same time it is clear: Round 15 of Glemseck 101 is also »Round 1 after Corona«.

The crisis has left its mark on many partners and participants of the last few years. Many things
have changed and we are confronted with a lot of »new ways«. Some things have to be rebuilt
and often completely newly emerge.

Holding the event in 2022 will be part of the way out of the crisis – and yet much more than that!
In 2022, the »101 Spirit« will be revived at the old Solitude race track – just as our fans, visitors,
exhibitors, musicians and 101 staff know and love it.

The crisis will fall into oblivion and the future will be celebrated! On the dealers mile, the 1/8 Mile
and the show stage! »Round 1 after Corona« hopefully also heralds the times when discussions

about V-status and vaccination coverage are over! If the 101 makers have their way, only one coverage,
one quota should be relevant: 101% Glemseck!
Your Team Glemseck 101
::: 101 Update before the launch
A lot has happened since the last event in 2019. The Corona pandemic had us firmly in its grip

for two years and is still not completely over - and at the latest since the outbreak of the Ukraine

conflict, the world is once again upside down. In addition, there are the effects of climate change
(In Germany: the Aartal disaster) and the price explosions for energy and food.

This also poses additional challenges for us as the organizers of one of the most beautiful and

largest motorbike events in Europe. For example, we are confronted with increased requirements
in terms of safety, higher environmental protection regulations and higher standards of hygiene.
We are also clearly feeling the increased prices.

Unfortunately, all these burdens cannot be borne by us alone. So we had to make adjustments
in our pricing in some areas – both for exhibitors and visitors (car parking fees, tent site fees).
Only in this way can the »Spirit of the 101« – three days of peaceful 2-wheel happening,

two long party nights with live music and the roar of the lions on the 1/8 Mile - continue to be held
lighthearted and without charging an entry fee.
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::: Welcome to Glemseck 101 Round 15 - feel the »Spirit of the 101«
Dear fans, friends, visitors and guests of Glemseck 101. The team of Glemseck 101 and the

German Motorrad Magazin MO are looking forward to welcoming you to Round 15 of Glemseck 101.
The entry to Glemseck 101 is free - the entire Glemseck 101 weekend. This includes the Dealer’s mile,
stage program as well as the grandstand of out 1/8 Mile - thanks to our numerous exhibitors,

dealers and sponsors as well as the City of Leonberg and the District of Böblingen, who support
our event.

The venue »Glemseck« stands for pure motorsport tradition in the south of Germany.

Until the 1960s, the two- and four-wheeled legends of motorsport were engaged in thrilling fights
on the legendary Solitude racetrack around »Glemseck«.

The Hotel Glemseck, with its location right next to the former racetrack, represents the heart

of the »Glemseck« and thus has also served as the center of the Glemseck 101 event, ever since
the first round in 2006. For decades it has been a meeting place for motorcyclists and lovers

of traditional cars of every category and can look back on more than 100 years of history, which
has always been closely connected to the historic motorsports in front of its door.

The Glemseck 101 is the successful continuation of this tradition. A motorcycle event of three days

and two nights, offering »free entry« to the visitors for the entire three days. It is open to all brands,
types and characters of motorcycles there are.

Over a span of fourteen successful years, a »Spirit of the 101« has developed, which has firmly

established itself in the German and European motorcycle scene and is maintained with great
care by the event team of Glemseck 101.
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It is a »spirit« on two wheels, brought to the tarmac, and noticeable everywhere on the premises of
the event. From the live music stage to the dealer and exhibitor spaces with their unique paddock

atmosphere, and from the two »International Villages«, enlivened by participants and customizers

from all over Europe, to the legendary 1/8 Mile on the start and finish straight of the former Solitude
Racetrack. Glemseck 101 is an immersion into a vast and remarkable motorcycle world. National as
well as international. It is a meeting point for designers, engineers, developers, brands, motorcycle
personalities, racing drivers and trendsetters from all around the world.

In a nutshell: Glemseck 101 is »The European Motorcycle Festival« and »the place to be« - a festival
of the best and most spectacular bikes, characters and brands, with tens of thousands of visitors

and guests representing the entire range of the motorcycle and two-wheel scene, living this special
»Spirit of the 101« for three long days.

We wish you a safe journey and a great weekend with us!

::: Business hours at Glemseck 101
• Friday September 2nd, 2022, from 6 pm to 10 pm

• Saturday September 3rd, 2022, from 10 am to 10 pm
• Sunday September 4th, 2022, from 11 am to 6 pm
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::: Program
In line with the »Spirit 101«, Glemseck 101 in its build up is like a motorcycle which for months on

end is tuned to highest performance with the goal to be at the starting line on Friday, September 2nd,
2022, at 6:00 pm to deliver the best show and the mightiest sound.

On our Glemseck 101 website, as well as on Facebook and Instagram, the various program items,

the performing live bands and our special guests with their participating motorcycles at the event
in 2022 will be published as soon as they are confirmed.

The Glemseck 101 offers a dealer’s mile of over three kilometers, organized on two main roads

closed for the weekend. The show stage and the Hotel Glemseck are in the center of the action.
Caterers, spread out over the entire area, ensure the culinary well-being.

The program of Glemseck 101 includes live music with bands on the 101 stage on Friday and Saturday

evening and on Sunday afternoon. The further program framework includes a motorcycle church service
(MoGo) on Sunday morning and the possibility for motorcycle tours and test rides guided motorcycle
tours on Saturday and Sunday. Additional special information stands by the City of Leonberg, the

District of Böblingen and the German police, as well as shopping possibilities on Saturday and Sunday
cover the wider program.

The scenario is additionally enlivened by individual exhibitors, clubs and contestants with their own
program items on the dealer’s mile and within the two »International Villages«.

::: Glemseck 101 - grandstand and 1/8 Mile Sprints
Of course, the absolute highlights are the internationally known 1/8 mile sprint races in different
categories and brands on Saturday and Sunday.

The grandstand of Glemseck 101 offers a view of the action and the unique show on the 1/8 mile
to over 1000 spectators. It is positioned on the northern edge of the sprint track.

An information PDF »Glemseck 101 - 1/8 Mile - The Rules«, old school drag racing with flag start and

knockout system, so to speak the Bible of our 1/8 Mile, will be put online for our participants as well
as interested visitors shortly before the event.
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::: Directions to Glemseck 101 - The short version
The Glemseck Leonberg, venue of Glemseck 101, is located between the City of Leonberg and Stuttgart,
directly accessible via the A8 and A81 »Autobahn« via the Exit Leonberg on the »Leonberger Dreieck«.
See also the overview map on page 8 with information about roadblocks and parking possibilities.
For entry into your navigation device or online map:

Hotel Restaurant Glemseck, Glemseck 1, 71229 Leonberg

::: Environmental zone
The area is located on the edge of the Stuttgart diesel driving ban zone. The event area itself as

well as the parking facilities and main access roads are outside the zone, which means there are no
restrictions to worry about.

::: No access from Stuttgart via Krummbachtal / Mahdental!
NO ACCESS Coming from Stuttgart via the L1887 Krummbachtal / Mahdental over the entire
Glemseck 101 weekend. This »access« is completely blocked! Also for motorcyclists!

Access only via Leonberg (L1887) and Frauenkreuz (L1888) (see also overview map page 8).
Note for visitors to the Krummbachtal and the Kriesten Gardening and Landscaping GmbH:
The roadblock with barrier and security post comes after(!) the junction to Krummbachtal.
For the entrance and exit into Krummbachtal as well as the entrance and exit to the

Kriesten Gardening and Landscaping GmbH and the residential complexes behind it, there are
no restrictions when coming from Stuttgart.
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::: Directions and parking options for visitors with motorcycles
Glemseck 101 is a motorcycle festival. We are happy about every visitor arriving by motorbike!

We recommend motorcyclists who do not come from the surroundings of Leonberg and Stuttgart
to use the approach from the direction of Leonberg, from the A 8/81 »Autobahn«.

For motorcycling visitors from the direction of Stuttgart coming, there is the alternative via the
»Frauenkreuz« (junction Warmbronn). In both cases there is a clear signposting!

The area of Glemseck 101 is generally accessible
by motorcycle throughout the entire duration
of the event. You are allowed to ride into the
Glemseck 101 area with your motorcycles.

The entire area of Glemseck 101 is restricted to
»walking speed«!

In the past, we had to close the event area on Saturday and Sunday afternoon from about 11:00 am

also for motorcycles, as the rush was too heavy. We reserve the right to take the same measures this

year. In this case we ask you to follow the instructions of our security staff and to park your motorbikes
OUTSIDE the respective entrances.

As a note: Motorcyclists find significantly more parking possibilities and the more comfortable foot-

path (flat route) at the entrance Leonberg, coming from the A 8/81 »Autobahn«, exit »Leonberg-Ost«.

::: Keep escape routes clear on Glemseck 101
Please note: Not all spaces within Glemseck 101 are approved for motorbike parking.

In addition, we urge you to make sure that when you park your motorcycle to keep clear the
required escape route (3.5 meters). Our security staff has clear instructions to address you
when it gets too »tight« and will tell you to either change the parking position your bike
or park it elsewhere.
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::: Riding into the 101 with your motorcycle – yes or no?
The decision to ride with your motorcycle into the 101 is free for everyone. We have never had a

serious incident since the launch of Glemseck 101 - and our audience, as well as our exhibitors and
sponsors, the police and the press, are full of praise. We want to maintain this state!

Therefore, a few clearly formulated points about »walking speed« and the common-motorcyclist sense:
• Walking speed: The walking pace of Glemseck 101 visitors!

• If you cannot safely master your motorcycle at walking speed – park outside the 101!
• If you hate walking speed – park outside the 101!

• If you have an appointment after your visit – park outside the 101!
• If you get impatient quickly – park outside the 101!

• If you have all the time in the world, you can safely master your motorcycle even in confined spaces
and are happy if our audience looks at you and your motorcycle – park inside the 101!

::: Directions and parking options for visitors with automobiles
During the entire event Glemseck 101, the L1187 (Mahdental) coming from Leonberg and Stuttgart

will be completely closed to public transport from the junction Krummbachtal and the L1188 from
»Frauenkreuz« (see also page 7 and overview map on page 8).

For our visitors arriving by car, a visitor parking lot is available from the »Autobahn« A 8/81, exit

»Leonberg-Ost«. Via the main road 1187 towards Stuttgart, at the bus stop »Schumisberg« you will
find our first barrier and you are led by our security staff on the left driveway and from there
directly on to the parking lot.

For visitors arriving from Stuttgart by car, parking is also available on the closed L 1188, between
the junction to Warmbronn (Frauenkreuz) and the »Hedersbachkurve«, at the edge of the road.
Note: This section of the L 1188 has a steep grade (see also overview map on page 8).

Both »parking lots« are fee-based. We charge a fee of 10, - Euro for one day and 15, - Euro for the
whole weekend (Friday to Sunday). Note: Only cash payment is possible.
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::: The Spirit of the 101 – Glemseck 101 camping:
only motorcycles and tents!

During Glemseck 101, we will provide a »camping site« for

tents with a toilet and a simple washing facility in the meadow
behind the Hotel Glemseck. This camping site is only available
for motorcycles and tents.

No cars, no motorhomes and caravans! For motorhomes
there are parking spaces outside the event area!

In 2015, on our 10th anniversary we launched this »Back to

the Roots« idea. It works perfectly and ensures a very special
motorcyclist atmosphere.

Note: Kickstand pads will be available for free.

::: Access to the camping site

Access to the camping site is from the A8 / A81 »Autobahn«,

exit »Leonberg-Ost«, via the main road 1187 towards Stuttgart.
At the bus stop »Schumisberg« you will find the first barrier.
From there you will be directed by our security staff to the

right into a dirt road, which leads along the edge of the forest
to the camping site (see also overview map page 8).

::: Fee for the camping site

For the campsite we charge »per tent*« a fee of € 20.00 for

one night and € 25.00 for two nights. This amount is payable

upon arrival and will be collected by our staff directly on site.
Note: Only cash payment is possible.

::: No advance booking of a camping site possible!

It is NOT possible to reserve a tent space on our »camping site«.
So far, however, every visitor has found a place for her/his tent,
not least because the thoughtfulness for visitors arriving later
is very high and our motorcycle campers organize their tent

assembly in a »space-saving« way. Thank you in advance for that.

::: Opening of the entrance to the camping cite
and parking options

Officially, the 101 entrance will open on Friday
the 2nd of September 2022 at 9:30 am.
*Standard tent size: 1 - 4 persons
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::: 4-wheel camping escort vehicles – unloading, loading, setting up and disassembling –
deposit 50 Euro

If you use a 4-wheel escort vehicle to transport your equipment and meals, we will gladly let you
drive it into the camping site for setting up and disassembling. For this you have a time slot of

1.5 hours (90 minutes) available. Afterwards, these vehicles have to be removed and parked in our
official visitor parking lot.

For this purpose, our staff at the barrier (see »Access to the camping site« page 10) will issue you
with a »101 Camping Deposit Card« on which the number plate and the entry time are noted.

The amount of the deposit is 50,00 Euro per vehicle. With this deposit we make sure that the escort
vehicles are also removed again from the camping site and the dirt road, which also serves as a
rescue and escape route! (See also page 9.)

If you leave with your escort vehicle the area after 1.5 hours at the latest, you will be refunded

the 50.00 Euro deposit when handing in the »101 Camping Desposit Card« and you will receive a
free parking ticket for the visitor parking lot for the whole 101 weekend.

During the event, employees of our security staff will repeatedly check the camping site and the

dirt road / rescue and escape access. If they find 4-wheel vehicles parked in the camping site without
any evidence of loading or unloading, and find the owner, they will ask him to drive his vehicle out
of the area. If the owner cannot be found, the security staff reserves the right to have the vehicle

removed. These costs will be charged to the owner. This is especially true for 4-wheel vehicles that
hinder the use of the rescue and escape access!

::: Waste disposal - motorcycle campers
We are in Swabia and we are fond of a cleaning procedure and state called »broom clean« - on

Saturday and Sunday mornings. Every motorcyclist who stays with us at the camping site receives
a garbage bag in addition to the camping receipt. Leave it behind well closed on the site when
leaving. Has worked great in recent years – so thanks in advance to all campers.
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::: 101 parking places for motorhomes – only very limited numbers available!
In advance: We definitely do NOT recommend arriving with motorhomes. The parking for motor-

homes and large RV’s are available only in very limited numbers and cannot be reserved in advance.
Even inquiries on the day of arrival, even when there are still places available, we cannot answer.
For visitors who still arrive with a motorhome, the access is from the A8 / A81 »Autobahn«, exit
»Leonberg Ost«, via the main road 1187 towards Stuttgart. At the bus stop »Schumisberg« you

will encounter our first barrier. Speak to our security staff at your request to park your motorhome
in the space provided. If there are still parking lots available, continue towards the event area to
the entrance of the visitor parking lots and then into the upper area. Another staff member will
instruct you there to the remaining parking lots. (See also overview map on page 8.)

Those motorhome spaces have no electricity. Toilets are available, a washing facility with
hot water connection can be found on the campsite.

::: Fee for 101 parking places for motorhomes
For the visitors motorhome paddock we charge a fee 40,00 Euro per motorhome.

The fee applies to the whole Glemseck 101 weekend, regardless of the day of your arrival.
This amount is to be paid on arrival and will be collected by our staff directly on site.
Note: Only cash payment is possible.

::: Waste disposal - motorhomes
Every camper who stays overnight with us will receive a garbage bag in addition to the camping

receipt. Leave it behind well closed on the site when leaving. Has worked great in recent years - so
thanks in advance to all campers.

::: Glemseck 101 - Paddock
The Glemseck 101 paddock is only available to our participants / contestants and guests invited by

us who have received parking authorization in advance. After conclusion of the contract, all dealers
will receive exclusive information on the regulations about the 101 paddock.
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::: Streetbunnycrew - secure storage of helmets and jackets on the 101
Again in 2022, the famous and »unmistakable« German Streetbunnycrew e.V. will ensure the

safe storage of your helmets and jackets as well as other things, which may seem to be a hindrance
for your leisurely stroll over the Glemseck 101 area.

Coming from Leonberg, you can hand over your »gear«
for safekeeping at the stand of the Streetbunnycrew
in the entrance area for a small donation(!).

All income from this »101 Service« will go 100 % to

a social project / social institution supported by the

Streetbunnycrew as a donation, which we will announce
on our Glemseck 101 website as well as on Facebook
and Instagram.

Since the founding of Streetbunnycrew e. V. in 2013, more than 175,000 Euro in donations were

collected and handed over to selected projects. This way, over 70 campaigns were supported, like
children's homes and hospitals, institutions and support centers for the disabled. The »SBC« is

now represented all over Germany and can thus get involved specifically in regional institutions,
which are often less in the public focus. So, stroll comfortably and without luggage over our
Glemseck 101 - and do something good at the same time!

::: Glemseck 101 - Merchandise 2022 / Round 15
We produce, print and sell our Glemseck 101 Gear & Equipment in our two specially designed

Glemseck 101 merchandise stands. You'll find the main stand right in the centre of Glemseck 101 at the T-junction. A second stand is located at the

entrance to the dealers' mile coming from Leonberg.
A few weeks before the start, we will publish the

different motives and articles for Round 15 on our
Glemseck 101 website as well as on Facebook and
Instagram.

Note: For technical reasons (no WiFi on the

Glemseck 101 area) only cash payment is possible.

::: Glemseck 101 - Posters 2022 / Round 15
For each event, Glemseck 101 Creative Director Steven Flier draws an A2 event poster, which is sent

in advance to our exhibitors, dealers and sponsors. You can see it on the cover picture! The surplus
101 posters will then be sold at our Glemseck 101 merchandise stand for five euros. The income

from this sale will go entirely to the Streetbunnycrew and thus support their donation project 2022.
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::: Overnight stay at Glemseck 101 - hotels and guesthouses
Numerous hotels and guesthouses in the Leonberg region and in the vicinity of Glemseck 101
offer 101 special rates. Ask for it when making your reservation.

::: Medical care and security Glemseck 101
Medical care is provided by the DRK (German Red Cross) throughout the entire duration

of the event. An overview map on which the most important DRK locations are listed can be
found on page 8.

::: Toilets and toilets for wheelchair users Glemseck 101
Portable Toilets (German: Dixies) are distributed throughout the entire Glemseck 101 area.
Most of them are behind the 101 stage and near the sprint track.

Behind the 101 stage there is also a toilet with wheelchair access.

::: Barrier-free access to the 1/8 Mile grandstand
We are in discussion with our grandstand builder, whether it is possible to provide access
for wheelchair users. We will inform you about this topic via Facebook & Instagram.

::: Photography / filming allowed - No drones!
Photography and filming are allowed anywhere on the site. Direct access to the 1/8 mile and to

the starting zone is only possible with press accreditation. On the entire Glemseck 101 area, as well
as the driveways, camping sites and visitor parking zones, the use of drones is NOT allowed!
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::: Publication and privacy
Glemseck 101 is a public event, which finds worldwide interest in the media. Glemseck 101 has earned
an excellent reputation as »The European Motorcycle Festival« in all publications, German and

international print and web media, as well as on all social media platforms. There are worldwide
reviews and visually powerful reports about the events in recent years. Even radio and television

stations continue to show a high level of interest in the event – and broadcast it either as a news article
or produce their own reports about it.

This will also be the case in our »Round 15«. Many of the visiting professional photographers and

filmmakers post their images and video material online after the event and distribute it via social
media. Some also provide us with their footage so that we can use it for ourselves.

So, when you visit our Glemseck 101, there is a high probability that you will find yourself on a picture,

in a video, and maybe even in the center of either, especially when you watch our 1/8 Mile sprints from
the grandstand.

If you see a picture of you after the event on our website, but do not want it to stay published there,
please contact us (you will find email addresses on our website www.glemseck101.de) and we will

delete it promptly. For images shared through our social media, Facebook and Instagram, you'll need
to contact the responsible photographer / filmmaker directly.

::: Footnotes
All the information given above about expiration and planning are without warranty.

Due to the live character of Glemseck 101, changes and shifts may always occur, which we promptly
inform about on our Glemseck 101 website as well as on Facebook and Instagram.
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::: The Glemseck 101 Logo
The well-known Glemseck 101 lion logo as well as the typography »Glemseck 101« and other

graphics and labels used in the Glemseck 101 appearance are registered word and figurative marks
of the Glemseck GmbH and the Graphics Studio Steven Flier.

All uses of the Glemseck 101 lion logo, the word mark »Glemseck 101« as well as the use of the

number »101« in connection with our event (e.g. patches, stickers, designs on the general subject

of motorcycles) as well as other 101 images and graphics from our website, Facebook and Instagram,
are our copyright and use is only permitted after consultation!

::: The story behind the lion and the number »101«
Over the last few years, the lion head of the Glemseck 101 have become a worldwide known logo
for one of the biggest motorcycle and 1/8 mile events in Europe. But why a lion and where does
the number 101 come from?

The City of Leonberg is the direct neighbor of our event and the city's coat of arms shows a very

proud lion. This »Lion of Leonberg« played an important role in the representation of Glemseck 101
from the very beginning.

In 2011, for Round 6 of Glemseck 101, our well-known lion head logo

had its first appearance. It was illustrated and developed by Steven Flier,
Creative Director of Glemseck 101, who also owns the copyright.

And the story behind the number 101? In 2006, the Hotel Glemseck celebrated its 100-year

motorsports tradition. In the early years of motorsports around the famous Solitude racetrack
it was hotel, paddock and workshop for all the big racing teams and their drivers and riders.
In 2006, we launched our first event too – the birth of today’s event.

This results in a simple game of numbers: 100 years of Hotel Glemseck plus the 1st event –

sums up in the number 101. It is the combination of the great motorsports’ history of the region
with our Glemseck 101.
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::: Photography
Sascha Feuster

www.tausendsascha.de

Facebook: sascha.feuster.photography

Instagram: saschafeuster_photography
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